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DLA Piper are pleased to present the launch of a new IT Development Project Healthcheck toolkit to assist our clients to
efficiently manage their projects, identify and assess risks and avoid disputes.
Our Technology Disputes Team have leveraged extensive experience of acting for both suppliers and customers to
develop a simple and efficient toolkit to help provide tailored strategies to successfully manage IT development projects.

Features
Questionnaire - the first step involves answering questions on the seven key elements of the project, namely - contract
execution, scope, planning, testing, responsibilities, governance and finance.
Report - a report summarising the status of the project is produced and will indicate an overall score and a specific score
for each of the seven key elements. The basis for the score will be explained and issues for further consideration will be
highlighted.
Follow up - the report will identify where the most serious issues lie and help focus attention on what can make the
biggest impact to the outcome of the project. The Technology Disputes Team can then make recommendations for next
steps tailored to the particular project.
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If you would like to know how the IT Development Project Healthcheck toolkit can benefit your business, please register
via the below link.

Access the toolkit
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